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The interaction of a gas molecule with a sensing material causes
the highest change in the electronic structure of the latter, when
this material consists of only a few atoms. If the sensing material
consists of a short, conductive molecule, the sensing action can be
furthermore probed by connecting such molecules to nanoelectrodes. Here, we report that NO2 molecules that adhere to 4,4’biphenyldithiol (BPDT) bound to Au surfaces lead to a change of
the electrical transmission of the BPDT. The related device shows
reproducible, stable measurements and is so far the smallest
(<20 nm) gas sensor. It demonstrates modulation of charge transport through molecules upon exposure to nitrogen dioxide down
to concentrations of 55 ppb. We have evaluated several devices
and exposure conditions and obtained a close to linear dependence of the sensor response on the gas concentration.

Single molecule electrical circuits containing components
such as diodes, transistors and sensors were predicted1 and to
date, many of these constituents have been demonstrated.2–4
With the help of specialized techniques and laboratory setups
such as STM-break junctions,5,6 mechanically controllable
break junctions (MCBJs)7 and conductive AFM,8 many exotic
short chain molecules with various functionalities have been
characterized. But these setups operate under very special conditions with respect to the temperature, environment and long
term stability of the trapped molecule. It thus appears to be
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diﬃcult to use them for sensor measurements where the sensor
often requires to be positioned in a variety of environments,
places and chambers. A portable nano molecular electronic
device (nanoMoED) that is reproducible and retrieves its electrical response from the electronic structure of molecules that
bridge gold surfaces was proposed and demonstrated.9
When setting up an experiment to obtain the ultimate sensitivity of the surface of a material to the interaction with
single gas molecules, one of the ingredients of the device is a
sensor surface consisting of as few atoms as possible. In this
case, the modification of the electronic structure of the sensor
material after interaction with the gas would be strong,
meaning that one could expect the change in the electronic
structure to be an important fraction of characteristic magnitudes such as energy gaps and density of states. In the case of
a chemiresistor, this can only be achieved by highly conducting materials containing few atoms so that, in principle, conductive small conjugated molecules are excellent candidates
for this approach.
In previous studies on gas sensors based on nanomaterials
such as graphene,10,11 carbon nanomaterials12 and other 2D
materials like phosphorene,13 the change of the electronic
structure of the sensing material upon adhesion of a gas has
been demonstrated in chemiresistor measurements. The electronic structure of the carbon containing hexagonal rings in
graphene and CNTs is diﬀerent from the electronic structure
of small conjugated molecules containing phenyl rings.
However, the adhesion of gas molecules like NO2, one of the
most harmful gases in cities,14 to the phenyl rings and their
eﬀect on its electronic structure makes it possible to fabricate
a nanometric sized sensor with short organic molecules such
as BPDT. This could lead to a molecular electronics based
sensor which would have the advantage that the sensing molecules can be synthesized in a variety of shapes and constituents and thus the gas–molecule interaction could be tuned by
the choice of the molecule and finally the gas sensor response
and selectivity could be influenced, if not determined by the
choice of the molecule.
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The possibility of sensing gases and ions by using molecular electronics has been theoretically predicted.
Metalloporphyrins change their conductivity upon interaction
with gas molecules i.e. O2, CO, NO2, and NO.15 Kondo et al.
predicted that an iron porphyrin based gas sensor has a distinct bias voltage behavior for diﬀerent gases such as O2, CO,
and NO.16 Qusiy Al-Galiby et al. suggested that the conductance of perylene diimide changes in the presence of electron
acceptors (TNT, tetracyanoethylene) and donors (bis(ethylenedithio)tetrathiafulvalene).17
Experimentally, conductance switching in tetrathiafulvalene
could be initiated in liquids by cyclic redox reactions.18 Gas
sensing by molecules has been demonstrated using thin films
of polymers. A conductance change in the thin film of oligophenylene-vinylene (OPV) in the presence of diﬀerent aromatic
molecules was observed.19 Electrical circuits based on organic
thin films and polymers are electronic devices retrieving some
of their properties from the electronic structure of the molecules and they have been used for sensing applications.
Polyaniline (PANI) based gas and vapor sensors20 and poly(3hexylthiophene) (P3HT) based volatile organic compound
sensors21 are examples using this class of molecules. The
sensing action in such thin film devices can have multiple
origins such as changes of the conductivity of the polymer
thin film by gases adsorbing onto grain boundaries, change of
the spacing between polymer chains in the presence of gases
or charge transfer between the gas and the molecule.
Here, we demonstrate a 20 nm molecular electronic device
that shows a significant change in the conductivity of biphenyl
dithiol (BPDT) molecules upon interaction with NO2 gas in an
experimental setup that derives its electrical properties from
the electronic structure of the single molecule. Density functional theory (DFT) simulations support these findings. We
have developed a molecular electronic platform consisting of
20 nm spaced gold nanoelectrodes bridged by functionalized
gold nanoparticles.22,23 In these nanoMoEDs, the electrons are
transported between the nanoelectrodes through a conductive
chain where the individual member of the chain consists of
thiol terminated molecules bound to a gold nanoparticle
(AuNP) surface.22,24,25 We could show that for a gap size of
≈20 nm and 5 nm AuNPs used in this work, the electrical
current will flow through a chain consisting of 4–6 AuNP–
molecule junctions. Furthermore, the electrical response of
the device retains the single molecule signature as shown in
inelastic tunneling spectroscopy measurements.9
To prepare this platform for gas sensing measurements, the
ω-thiol protected α,ω-octane dithiol functionalized gold AuNPs
were trapped in the nanoelectrode gap by dielectrophoresis.26
The junction between the molecule and the Au surfaces is
then formed by inserting BPDT molecules through a place
exchange reaction.27 The place exchange manifests by a resistance drop of 2–3 orders of magnitude (ESI Fig. S1†). This indicates that the BPDT is bound by chemisorption to the Au surfaces, which are either Au-electrode–BPDT–AuNP or AuNP–
BPDT–AuNP junctions (Fig. 1A, B and ESI Fig. S1†). The stable
and portable devices on a Si/SiO2 wafer22,28 are brought into
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Fig. 1 Structure, electrical properties and response upon exposure of
the nanoMoED to NO2. (A) SEM image showing trapped AuNPs inside
the nanogap. Inset: Schematic of the ﬁnal device where AuNPs and gold
surfaces are linked with BPDT molecules. (B) Resistance histogram of 16
devices, measured at 150 mV. The majority of the devices show a resistance between 1 GΩ and 10 GΩ. Inset: Typical current–voltage curve of
a typical device. (C) Current versus time graph showing the electron
transport through a nanoMoED at an applied bias voltage of 150 mV, in a
100 ppm NO2 environment with N2 as a carrier gas.

contact electrically and can be exposed to external stimuli such
as light and environmental gases. The devices are stable over
time and thus are appropriate to follow the chemiresistor behavior of the BPDT based junctions exposed to gas molecules
for several hours or even days.
During the gas sensing measurements, the nanoMoEDs are
at a constant bias voltage VB while exposing them to a range of
concentrations of NO2 at room temperature in a closed
chamber (see the ESI† for the experimental setup) and recording the electron transport through the individual device. In the
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first stage of the measurement, while the device is exposed to
N2 (Fig. 1C), the electrical current through the nanoMoED stays
constant at 15.8 pA ± 20 fA. Upon exposure to 100 ppm NO2
(in N2), the current increases to 26 pA ± 50 fA. The response R is
64% above the baseline current and is calculated as


Isaturation NO2  Ibaseline N2
 100
R¼
Ibaseline N2
After purging the chamber with N2 gas and illuminating
the sample with UV light, the current decreases rapidly to the
base current.
Under the same exposure conditions, all devices showed a
clear increase of the current in the presence of 100 ppm NO2.
Table 1 summarizes the response R observed for 6 devices. The
average percentage response is C = 54 ± 12% and ESI Fig. S2†
shows the individual current time response.
Nonequilibrium Green’s function (NEGF) combined with
density functional theory (DFT) calculations (see the ESI† for
the detailed method) on the BPDT connected with gold electrodes at both the ends predicts the availability of additional
transport channels when NO2 is either chemisorbed or physisorbed as shown in Fig. 2.
In the chemisorbed case, the gas molecule binds to the
BPDT molecule, which is reflected in the changes in transmission, including the changed transmission of the BPDT
HOMO and LUMO-related states. Also, a broadening of the

Table 1
NO2

Response of individual nanoMoEDs upon exposure to 100 ppm

Device no

Applied voltage

Percentage response (%)

1
2
3
4
5
6

150 mV
150 mV
100 mV
150 mV
150 mV
150 mV

39.5%
67.8%
54.7%
63.9%
66.28%
66.1%

NO2 state at the Fermi level is observed which does not
happen in the physisorbed case and which is due to better
coupling of the electronic states to the continuum of the states
induced from gold electrodes.
In the physisorbed case, the gas molecule just slightly influences the BPDT molecule and the peak at the Fermi level is
due to an extra state coming from the gas molecule. The calculated adsorption energies using the LDA/GGA of the NO2 molecule on BPDT are 1.04/0.43 eV in the case of chemisorption
and 2.04/0.64 eV in the case of physisorption. It is thus worthwhile to emphasize that this is one of the rare cases where the
chemisorbed state is less stable than the physisorbed one. If
NO2 is trapped between two benzene rings of two closely
adsorbed BPDT molecules, then the binding energy is 0.94 eV.
Thus, both binding configurations should yield a very stable
NO2–BPDT interaction as well as lead to an increase in the
conductivity of the NO2–BPDT complex as compared to only
BPDT.
In a control experiment, we verified the importance of the
BPDT–NO2 interaction. For this purpose, the nano-MoED containing only the ω-thiol protected α,ω-octanedithiol functionalized gold NPs was exposed to 100 ppm of NO2 gas. No significant change in electron transport was observed (see the ESI†).
Theoretical calculations and simulations where the
α,ω-octane dithiol molecules were exposed to NO2 show that
NO2 was only loosely bonded with a negligible eﬀect on the
conductivity (see the ESI† for details). The reproducibility of
the sensor response upon NO2 gas flux was analyzed by exposing the nano-MoED repeatedly to 1 ppm NO2 gas concentration (Fig. 3A) where the devices are reset by exposure to a
low intensity of UV irradiation.
Exposure to higher concentrations of NO2 leads to higher
saturation levels of the current through the BPDT molecules as
shown in Fig. 3B.
To understand the kinetics of the gas sensor and its detection limits, we measured its electrical response at various
input NO2 concentrations and used the Langmuir isotherm to

Fig. 2 Transmission plots for three types of systems: (1) BPDT bridging gold electrodes and without a gas molecule, (2) BPDT bridging gold electrodes and with a NO2 molecule chemisorbed on it and (3) BPDT bridging gold electrodes and with a NO2 molecule physisorbed on it.
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In fact, optically read out, plasmonic near field sensors
were shown to be miniaturized where the sensing nanoparticles were about 60 nm in diameter and the sensing unit,
antenna plus nanoparticles, was as small as about 200 nm.30
The size of the nanoMoED sensor, 20 nm, is thus remarkably
small. The peak concentration limits of NO2 harmful to
human health are of the order of 100 ppm.31 Thus, this single
20 nm sized sensor reaching sensitivities of 55 ppb can be
used as a nano-gas sensor in concentration ranges that are
very useful for applications to date.

Conclusions
We have shown that BPDT molecules change their electrical
conductivity upon interaction with NO2 molecules, confirmed
by both theoretical and experimental work. Using this novel
short chain molecule based sensor phenomenon, the first systematic gas sensor experiments with a device size of 20 nm and
BPDT as a sensing element showed a reproducible and repeatable change in electrical resistance in the presence of NO2. The resistance decreases upon increasing the concentration of NO2 in
the environment. From DFT simulations, the increased electrical
transmission can be related to the additional states at the Fermi
level when NO2 is either chemisorbed or physisorbed onto the
BPDT. The sensitivity of one of our devices is calculated to be
13% per ppm and its detection limit is 55 ppb. This sensing
phenomenon can be the base for novel future sensor devices.

Conﬂicts of interest
Fig. 3 Response of the nanoMoED is repeatable and it increases with
increasing concentration. (A) Repeatedly observed response of 17.62 ±
0.42% at 1 ppm concentration of NO2 for one of the devices. Points 1, 2,
and 3 are the instances of 1 ppm NO2 injection whereas 1’, 2’ and 3’ are
the instances of stopping NO2 and illuminating the chemiresistor with
UV light under an N2 atmosphere. (B) Concentration versus response
relationship for one of the chemiresistors is used to evaluate the adsorption kinetics of NO2. (C) Linear ﬁtting of the concentration versus
response data to calculate the sensitivity and detection limit of the
nanoMoED.

evaluate the sensor performance parameters.29 ESI Fig. S3†
shows the variable concentration response and application of
the Langmuir model. The sticking probability for our NO2chemiresistor calculated from the experimental data is 1.83 ×
10−3 and the value of binding energy of our system is between
0.8 eV and 0.9 eV. Fig. 3C shows the linear region of response
versus the concentration curve with the changing concentration of NO2. The error bars are an estimate of the variation
in response to repeated exposures to a fixed concentration of
the NO2/N2 mixture. The slope of the linear fit gives the sensitivity of this sensor device which is 13% ppm−1. The detection
limit of the device is determined to be 55 ppb as described in
ESI Fig. S3.†
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